The Fock-Tani Hamiltonian is found for systems containing two protons and one electron.
, and 125 keV) for angles within 1 mrad of the forward direction.
Several formal results are also noteworthy. The firstorder Fock-Tani rearrangement cross sections for protonhydrogen collisions with and without the internuclear term agree to 10% (whereas the first Born results differ by 100%) thus fulfilling at first order Wick's observationis that the internuclear potential should give no contribution to the exact T-matrix. Also each term of the FockTani Hamiltonian corresponds to a specific and immediately identifiable physical process. Because of the coupling of asymptotic states to only some terms in the Hamiltonian, due to the specific configuration of field operators, one can use the same unperturbed Hamiltonian for different initial and final asymptotic arrangement channels. As 
dXdx'@t (X) g'(X') [U""(xx')+~""(X-X')] 4(x') 0(X) (2) in which the T's are kinetic energy operators, the V«'s are external potentials [ Ii""(x, X') = P*"(x'z)P"(xz)dz, that, with @(z), the annihilation operator for the electron, satisfies the anticommutation relations [Q(X), Qt(X')]+ -b(X, X') = b(X, -X, , )b", , and I&""1(z, z') = P'"(X z') P"(xz) dX
Of course the isospin indices may be ignored if they are not needed by setting r = A.
The Fock Harniltonian (2) and the states (7) are transformed using a unitary operator
where (anticipating the need for refinement) the lowest order term is 
III. THE TRANSFORMATION
Consider the operator (15) gt(X, t)@(X',t) = @t(X)g(X') . (25) By particle-number conservation, the next, higher order term will involve products of
On the subspace I2), including two protons and one electron,
and da" (t) dt (18) where O[e ] refers to terms that annihilate two or more (free or bound) electrons. Subject to the initial condition A"(0) = A", a"(0) = a&, the solution on the Iqq subspace, on which the C&" term gives no contribution, is easily seen to be A"(t) = A"cos t + a"sin t (19) a"(t) = a"cost -A"sint,
which embodies the interpretation of U effecting a~/2 rotation on I~~. But a multiple-commutator solution of (17) and (18) Thus since a"(t) and A"(t) annihilate one electron and one proton each,
where O[p ] stands for terms that annihilate three or more protons. A consistent solution that embodies the interpretation of U effecting a n/2 rotation on the Hilbert space I2) is found by setting b = -2, 
The solution for g(z, t) on I2i is most easily generated by the multiple commutator technique. s Define, for any operator,
Then the first three nontrivial comrnutators of @(z) are
Note that Q(z, 0) = @(z) (27) ,
-&At @(X')(a"cos t -A sin t cost)
+ & at g(X')(a"sin I, cost + A"cos t) + 2 ) CP a~s in t cos t
Integration gives the final result on I2g (17), (18), (30), and (31) that (28), (29), (36), and (39) are a self-consistent set of solutions to fourth order in wave functions on I2~. Finally, the transformed operators are found by setting t = 7r/2.
V""=-dxdX' X X' V XX' X X (2) and applying Wick's theorem to rearrange all terms into normal order. Since this algebraic reduction parallels that previously carried out, only the final results, up through binary collision terms, will be given here. As previously, HFT has the general structure T(X) = T"(X)+ V,"(X), T( ) = T.(. ) + V-(.), V(X, X') = Vp "(X, X') + W"p(X, X'), V(X, z) = V",(X, z) + ItVp, (X, z 
This cancellation weakens the p-e attraction so much that (44) no longer supports bound states, as has been shown previously.
This is important since the bound-state effects are already contained in other terms involving the a"and a". The situation here is very similar to that obtaining in Weinberg's "quasiparticle method"
for scattering from a potential with bound states. He found that the weakened interaction kernel led to greatly improved convergence of the Born series for scattering. One expects a similar benefit here, although our system is much more complicated (many body instead of single particle). 
Coulomb-exchange coupling matrix elements including an orthogonalization correction (the terms involving 4),
and intra-atomic-energy-exchange coupling matrix elements including an orthogonalization correction, (aX[H[PX');"",, = -e f {d' (X'z)H(Xz)dp(Xz) + [H(X'z)d (X'z)]'dp(Xz)}dz 
(61') Consider next the term representing atomic ionization due to a proton-atom collision, and the inverse recombination term,
6 Xz, X"y H X'y + 2H Xz 6 Xz, X"y X'y dy + 6 Xz, X"y~2 V X'z + V X'X" +~&V XX' + V X"y X'y dy . 
is already present in the one-species Hamiltonian (41).
This treatment is more symmetrical than the two-species Hamiltonian previously derived from an ordered product transformations (unsymmetrical with respect to the various species). The first-order approximation ("Fock-Tani first Born" ) to the T matrix for (64) can be obtained from the protonhydrogen scattering matrix element(ax, IHIPX'), (57) through (61), by the substitutions x'=(x", A), x=(X~, B),
in accordance with the previously described generalized isotopic spin notation of Sec. II. Note that XA is the coordinate of the incoming A particle and X~that of the outgoing B particle. The transition amplitude for given initial and final momenta k~and k~of the A particle and B particle can then be obtained by Fourier transformation with respect to X~and X~. The direct Coulomb contribution (axIHIPX')c«~of (58) vanishes in the present case because b(x -X') contains the factor b~~--0, B and A being distinct species. Similarly, the orthogonalization contribution (aX IH I pX')~"thos (59) vanishes identically in X~, X~, X~, and X& whenever X = (X~, 8) and X'(XA, A), as a consequence of (5).
Furthermore, taking the P Ac and g gc to be energy eigenstates of the (AC) and (BC) systems will cause the expression (axIHIpx');"i,~,"(61) to vanish, as previously noted. Therefore, only the expression (aXIHIPX')c«i, " (60) functions. This can be seen in (AQ) which is independent of the creation operators a~. Because of the absence of a" in (AQ) a commutes through the G's in (A8) to annihilate the vacuum. In fact, the condition that G be independent of a" is a condition that can be used to solve for U, (11).
Thus, the new terms in the generator that led to the cancellation of the secular terms in the solutions of each at (t), A&&(l), g(X, t), and Q(z, f) also lead to satisfaction of the subsidiary condition to third order in wave functions. The new result should allow Fock-Tani representation, with all of its benefits, to be applied to problems involving composites in media of nonzero density.
